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How to structure an internship that is great for the intern and the manager?
ABSTRACT
Internships are a great opportunity for students and companies to assess each other before
making a committement to a full time job. However, this goal can be only be achieved if the
internship is effective both for the company and students. Companies often criticize that the
student did not achieve the objectives with which he/she was hired for the internship. Students
are dissatisfied many times with their internship experience. Th authors believe it is due to a
basic disconnect in communucation and expectations between these two parties. The authors
have discussed with companies and surveyed students to see what the causes of this issue are and
how effective internships can be structured.The authors identify that the students are focused on
getting a good training during their internship even if the internship is extremely challenging.
The authors also provide details on how to structure an internship to satisfy the needs of the
student and the companies.
I.

Introduction

Internships often provide the first foray for a student into the real world. Gone are the days when
being an intern meant running errands, filing documents and getting coffee. Well-structured,
effective internships are the key to maximize the potential of these bright young minds, and
guide them to be contributors.
An effective internship experience is mutually beneficial to both the intern and the business. The
student is exposed to best practices, effective management and an understanding of the skill sets
and the application required to successfully transition into a productive contributor. The business
benefits by providing structure and guidelines to the student which helps them understand the
opportunities within the organization and the industry, and these businesses often end as the first
choice for these trained contributors.
Often times, there is a disconnect between the expectations of the intern and the manager and
this disconnect results in bad experiences for all. In this paper we discuss student expectations
from an internship experience, and the responsibilities of the business in terms of meeting these
student expectations. We will also discuss ways to structure and plan the internship so that the
business can better assess the potential and the capabilities of the intern. This can help businesses
avail the internship experience as an extended job interview to hire good candidates – candidates
with organization specific training that fit in with the organizational structure and culture.
II.

Intern Expectations

Internships do not mean just “busy work” anymore – whether it was running errands, filing
documents or clerical work; students now have real expectations from their internships.
In recent times, the responsibilities and the expectations associated with internships are much
elevated. Students now understand how a good internship not only helps them get ahead of their
peers in the classroom, but also helps them be better prepared to evaluate and narrow down their
career options. The students ideally want their internship experience to help them learn new
skills that they can leverage toward their career1.

Interns want a good experiential learning program that can help them understand how the
business works and how they can apply concepts learnt in the classroom in the real world.
Additionally, they gain valuable work experience while making some money and/or gaining
college credit. Ideally, they learn something new and exciting and in the process, they often
develop valuable personal and professional interests. If the intern’s interests and business’
objectives match, it is a win-win scenario for all parties.
In order to get insight about what motivates and excites students about internships in industrial
distribution and supply chain management, juniors and seniors in the university were surveyed.
Students were asked an open ended question about what their expecation from an internship
were. 43 responses were received and that is a strong enough sample size. There are future plans
to extend this survey to include more students from various different disciplines. From the 43
responses received, the top five student expectations from an internship experience (with the
frequency in parantheses) are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Get real world experience (30)
Acquire knowledge about the companyv(16)
See applications of what they learn in class (9)
Build new relationships (4)
Gain hands on training (3)

It is very interesting to see that pay or location or nature of the job do not make the list. It is all
about students getting a taste for what they going to face in the real world when they graduate
from college2. The survey results here show that the students do no nevessarily decide on an
intership based on the wages; However, the students expect at least theur day-to-day expenses
during the intership to be covered.
III.

Business Responsibilities and Benefits

In the current economic scenario, it is becoming extremely difficult to find and retain a quality
workforce loyal to the organization. Well-structured internship programs provide a way for an
organization in creating quality, loyal employees for the future3 in addition to showcasing the
organization. Internships provide organizations a competitive advantage in recruiting the best.
Successful interns understand the organization culture and goals which reduces training time,
improves productivity and reduces churn rate if they are brought back in the future. In addition,
internship programs help establishing the company’s brand and cultivate relationships with the
potential recruiting pool. It is easy to see the potential benefits to an organization that has a wellestablished internship program. The companies that hire our students agree that the following are
the top five benefits for organizations through the internship program.
Top Five Benefits to Businesses from Internship Programs4
1. Hiring future talent.
2. Building loyalty and reducing churn rate.
3. Low-cost labor with a fresh perspective.

4. Establishing your brand and cultivating relationships.
5. Giving back to the community.
IV.

Structuring the Internship Experience

Organizations should understand how to effectively structure internship programs. In addition to
understanding student expectations, it is important to ensure that the internship program’s
objectives are aligned with the organizational requirements. Thus, the first step is to arrive at a
consensus decision on program goals among all involved along with management support. The
goals of the program drive the length and type of internship. Typical internship programs are 3 to
6 months long, and the interns may work on a specific project or a series of projects. Irrespective
of the type of the internship, it is important for the organizations to understand the unique
characteristics of the “Echo Boomer” generation. Understanding the candidate characteristics
will help structure the internship around their strengths.
V.

The Candidate - An Echo Boomer

The “Echo Boomers” commonly refer to the generation born from 1980 to 2000. This generation
grew up tech-savvy and inclusive. While the common complaints are that they are disrespectful,
lazy, indifferent but demanding, learning their positive sides will help organizations use them to
their potential5.
Traits used to describe Echo-Boomers6
• Tech-savvy
• Well-rounded
• Optimistic
• Civic-Minded
• Inclusive
• Multitasking ability
• Keen and Interested
These traits of the echo-boomers sometimes cause issues in a working relationship. Given that
most businesses have a mixture of folks from various generations that do not necessarily
understand these traits; it may sometimes be hard to understand what makes these echo-boomers
tick. It is important that the business assigns mentors to provide direction, feedback and
recognition through the course of the program. Additionally, the responsibilities assigned to
these candidates should be evolving through the program, and need to challenge them. This is a
reason why we now see a lot of internship programs that have rotational responsibilities where
candidates work in different sub-divisions of the organization rather than like traditional
internships where they are assigned to a particular division for a particular responsibility through
the internship.
VI.

Characteristics of a good internship

Given the traits of the “echo-boomers”, a good internship program should be structured7 to take
advantage of these traits and satisfy intern expectations while meeting organizational goals.

1. A good internship is a planned internship. The tasks that are need to be accomplished
have to be decided before even starting to interview for an intern. A sample plan for the
internship and the day-to-day activities is shown in figure 1 and figure 2.
2. The internship should be structured such that the intern gets to work in various divisions
or areas of the company. This helps interns not only better understand the organizational
structure, it also takes advantage of their ability to look at the business from different
perspectives.
3. The tasks need to challenge them continuously. Tasks and objectives should be clearly
defined. The tasks should also be related to the degree the intern receives at school. The
tasks should ideally help them relate classroom learning to work environment.
4. Make them responsible but do not micromanage them. Train them and provide them with
the resources to complete the tasks and hold them responsible.
5. Need to mentor them. It is important to assign a supervisor to guide the intern, help them
feel like a part of your team. The mentor should also have frequent meetings with the
intern to provide feedback and direction
6. Need to recognize and reward them. Everybody likes to be recognized for their
achievements, and interns are no different. While it may be great to take them along for
business trips, and help them understand their path to progress or promotion, sometimes a
lunch or even letting them off early as a reward goes a long way. It is important the
interns perceive their work is contributing to the organization’s success.
7. Provide them with meaningful tasks during downtime and let them free. More
importantly, don’t give them tasks nobody wants to do.
8. Pay them well, housing or relocation allowance, even a small signing bonus. The
supervisor should understand that school comes first, and be mindful of their family and
school commitments.

While the compensation for the interns is dependent on the organization, it is important to
understand that internship programs are a business decision. The management also needs to
make sure they understand the Department of Labor restrictions on compensation and the US
Fair Labor Standard Act applies to the organization. From our survey, the average compensation
for interns was $15 per hour. In addition,
–50% of employers provide housing and relocation expenses
–33% provide food expenses, and
–24% provide cell phone expenses.

Figure 1:: A 12 Week
k Internship Plan
P

Figure 2:: Day-to-Day
y Internship Plan

VII.

Recruiting the Best Interns

While the candidate interviewing and selection is beyond the scope of this article, there are some
responsibilities to ensure the organization gets the best candidates. It is important to identify
educational institutions that have the candidate pool with the academic backgrounds and skill
sets that you need in your interns. The business can then work with faculty and students with
projects, get involved with student organizations8 and develop relationship with the school to
establish their brand. Additionally, the organization could also develop relationships with career
center or internship coordinators and student advisors. The organization should also consistently
be present at job fairs and internship fairs to improve visibility. The number one tip from
businesses with established internship programs is to get out there early. The sooner the business
identifies interns, the longer they have to establish a mutually beneficial relationship.
VIII.

Conclusion

Effectively structuring internships provides organizations with a competitive advantage in
identifying and developing a competent contributor. These practices help businesses better assess
the potential and the capabilities of the intern and in effect, help businesses avail the internship
experience as an extended job interview to hire good candidates – candidates with organization
specific training that fit in with the organizational structure and culture to facilitate success.
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